Spiffy;
The Spiffy (or smart) event provides a range of fun logic and
brain teaser tasks laid out within the indoor area or room. The
event is fun and geared towards stimulating groups of
individuals during or after a meeting or conference for one or
more sessions or as a short evening entertainment.
The series of activities outlined below are focused on maximum 10 minute duration and
the team or pair has to gain as much gold as they can (in the form of gold marbles)
within the time allowed. The games detailed are only a small section of the range of
indoor games we have available.
1. Water Divider:
Three containers hold 8, 5 and 3 units of water when filled to the mark shown. Water
already fills the 8-unit container. Using only the equipment provided, divide the water
accurately so that there is 4 units in each container!
2. Gold Rush
Several exercises involving “coins” are laid out on the floor and the individual
has to complete them as fast as they can.

3. Who owns the Zebra?
There are 5 houses, each of a different colour and inhabited by men
of different nationalities, with different pets, drinks and cars. There are
a series of 14 situations e.g. The Norwegian lives in the house
furthest to the left, milk is drunk in the middle house and the Russian
drinks tea. The team has to solve the problem: Who owns the Zebra
and who drinks water?
4. Golden Arrows;
The arrows are laid out in an equation which doesn’t work - by moving only two arrows
the individual has to complete the equation.
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5. Aussie Pyramid
The pyramid comprising 10 plinths is upside down – by moving 3 plinths the team has to
make it upright!
6. The Cross
The team is presented with a wooden cross and in the time allowed they have to
separate the two pieces without breaking it! Lateral thinking a must!
7. Squares.
The team is presented with 4 very large squares and by moving a designated number of
stakes they have to make 3 squares.
8. Giant Matchsticks
The matchsticks are in a set pattern and by moving 3 the team must
make a set geometric shape!
9. Brain Teasers
The team is presented with a set of words which is a famous saying or phrase. A
minimum of 8 puzzles from the 16 available has to be solved in the time allowed.
10. The Grid
A diagram outlines the grid that the team must construct, in the time
allowed, from 15 pieces of plastic or wood and the team member’s
are responsible for their own pieces.

The team, couple or pair with the most gold at the end of the designated time wins
Spiffy!
Costs start from £750 + Vat.
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